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the radio software could then be used to select
the data base and to change the parameters on
the radio. this process could be repeated many
times, to generate a series of changes to the
radio parameters. the log files and data base
could then be examined to see exactly what
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had been done to the radio and to what effect.
radio-interactive software for the tait t2000

radio automation system must be compatible
with the latest radio standard, elm327. this

means any programming software that is not,
is obsolete and will not work when the radio is
later upgraded to the new standard. otap has

been a fundamental part of tait since the
launch of the tait t2000 in 2000. the various
tait radio products have been developed and

manufactured with otap in mind from the start.
this has given the customer a consistent

platform on which to base their whole radio
solution. the tait t2000 was designed with ease

of operation in mind. this philosophy has
carried over into its successor, the tait t-2000i.
the t-2000i provides a simple and intuitive user
interface, making it easy to program the radio.

in addition, the t-2000i is an ideal radio for
professionals in the communications,

entertainment, and broadcast industries. the
t-2000i boasts a unique built-in advanced user

interface, and a powerful programming and
control centre for all of your automation needs.

tait navigator is a powerful and flexible
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platform for industrial automation and control.
the platform consists of hardware and software

products that are designed to control and
monitor any device, system or interface.

through the use of industry-leading standards,
the navigator platform is able to control and

monitor any device, system or interface,
including control of standard and industrial

radio systems.

Tait T2000 Programming Software V3 01 Download

the taits link is an ethernet application that
allows for remote control of industrial

equipment that utilize, or can be connected to,
the navigator automation systemtm. the link

includes a range of functionality:
programmable x-y-z axis controller,

programmable arm/hand controller, local and
remote control of devices connected to the tait

nav app, and remote control of devices
connected to the navigator app. the taits nav

app is a diagnostic program that can be
downloaded to a tait port-ready tablet or

navigator. for users connecting to multiple taits
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devices, the tait nav app allows for remote
program and monitor features that are shared
between devices. for each tait connected, the

nav app provides: display of all remote devices
on the tait, user login to control, monitor and

program a device, display of status and
diagnostic information, and error logging. all

remote devices can be programmed using the
tablet and handheld console. tait nav is a

diagnostic program that communicates with a
navigation tablet, handheld navigator, or both.

it allows for remote control of devices
connected to the navigator automation

systemtm. the program communicates with the
navigator app over gprs, wi-fi, or bluetooth. the

app provides for programmable control and
monitoring of remote devices, including

programmable axis controllers and arm/hand
controllers. taits nav:navigator’s unigraphic

mode is the easiest and most intuitive route for
virtually any operator to navigate through the

full range of navigation on the system.
unigraphic is a graphical representation of the
program interface of the uc system and allows
the user to move the interface via mouse or
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keyboard direction. unigraphic mode also
provides five buttons for task execution or
navigation within the program interface.

unigraphic mode is typically used for both
communication between the user and the

systems and for controlling the uc interface.
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